The cry for the reel fishing report has been heard. The saying “no news is good news” doesn’t always
hold true since there has been nothing good to report for months. It has been a rough start to our spring
fishing, however we are seeing a bit of light at the end of the tunnel as for now. It’s very interesting
after you drop 12k lbs. of rainbow trout into the lake that people start to catch rainbow trout “weird”.
This weekend was a perfect example of just that. The 50K was a hit as folks from California and beyond
came to try their luck on slaying the power ball fish. I hear that fishing was good and most caught some,
and a few caught a lot, and scattered in were a few real monsters that hit the scales. The DFW has been
showing us a touch of love and dropping a load of rainbows here and there which adds to filling up every
nook and cranny with Pescado. The water is warming and the lake is beginning to stratify and be fickle
which will help suppress the algae bloom that seems to be hampering our visibility among other things.
Currently sinking Rapalas and leaded line used to sink a colorful needle fish are producing. Drifting
dough bait is always a great go-to if nothing else seems to be enticing a bite. We are not far away from
the magical suspended fish slip bobbing extravaganza AKA “controlled depth fishing” which happens
every summer when the lake layers (stratifies). The lake is warming fast and this will change everything.
Lakes are like snowflakes and this one is melting fast.
Spring bass fishing has been phenomenal; we are seeing excellent size and numbers. Crank baits and
plastics are smoking them; super-hot bait is the smoke colored gitzit tube bates.
We are seeing a few catfish showing up along with a hand full of bullheads. Cut mackerel is also a go-to
along with the magic of anything that smells like feet.
The moment you all have been waiting for, the carp are up and everywhere. The spawn just keeps on
going like an energizer bunny. Lots of folks are taking advantage of the early spawn and sharpening their
skills for the greatest tournament on earth. The 14th annual Carp Round-up will be taking off without a
hitch on the 17th and 18th of June. We are only taking the first 10,000 entrants so snooze you lose. Raffle
is out of control this year everyone wins.

